
the radiator boiling-and how can 
without even lifting the hood, what 

trouble?" 
"Oh, it's just a matter of 

thing to another and getting a 
answer. That's where experience 

experience is something a 
up as he goes along. 

with, every car cooling system 
~ed to handle just about so much 
t not much more. When the engine 
rS more heat than the system can 
e, t he radiator boils. 
~w from what you told me about the 
at had been done before the car was 
to you that the radiator couldn't be 
and that the timing hadn't gone 
When you told me that the valves 

~ned so badly you had to replace two 
and that the spark plugs were burn
'w that the extreme heat from burn
s around the valve and valve ports 
eing carried away quickly enough. 
t likely cause of that is back pres
,he exhaust system caused by a re
in the muffler. When the gauge 

d 16" of vacuum with the muffler on 
with it off, it showed that the muf
ed the overheating. Let's look." 
It the muffler and opened it. It was 
111 of scale and corrosion. "There," 

"Put on a new muffler, and you 
ve any more trouble." 
that's remarkable," Brindley ex
"Well, now- what do lowe?" 

19hed. "E,'orget it. Some day you'll 
t lift." 
[-Marine hesitated; then he said: 
something I ought to tell you. The 
brought this car to me was a cus

your 's." 

ughed again. "I never forget a 

'aid. "Do me a favor- don't tell the 

:h I had anything to do with it." 


eeks later Gus looked up from his 

ench and saw Silas Barnstable 

beside him. "Well," he asked un

"what do you want?" 

to pay my bill," Silas told him, 

and a check out of his pocket. 

in the wrong department," Gus 

"Go see Joe Clark." 
1son to snap a feller's head off!" 
plained. "Look here, Gus-I got it 
i t young Brindley that you fixed 
p when nobody else could. Let 's 
:I forgive. " 
right- all right," Gus said. 

lpeared relieved. Then he got a 
10k. "That don't mean that I'm 
llt up with any overcharges. Jes' 
man's laid by- " 
" Gus grunted. "I'm busy!" 

POPULAR SCIENCE 

-.DI:~8'I'OR .nI: £~K O"'~I:K------

TIRE THEFT is made extremely difficult if a vise (protecting the threads if you have 
you make use of the simple procedure out bolts), and file off the corners as in Fig. 1. 
lined in the photos and drawings above. In The job can also be done on a grinding 
principle, the method consist s of rounding wheel. Test the nut or bolt to make sure 
one tire-retaining nut or bolt so that it can that the wrench won't hold; then drill a 
not be turned by a lug wrench without a 3/ 16" hole through it, as in Fig. 2. A similar 
special key. The idea is adaptable either to hole, Fig. 3, should be drilled through the 
the nuts or the bolts variously used with lug wrench, located about ';i" back from the 
pressed-steel wheels. edge. For the key, use a 20-d. nail with a 

Remove one nut or bolt from each wheel, right-angle bend about :;4" from the end 
as in the photo at the left; since only one is (Fig. 4). The photo at the right shows how 
taken from each wheel, it isn't necessary to the key is held in changing a tire safe
jack up the car. Secure each nut or bolt in guarded this w a y.- C. P. FITZPATRICK. 

TESTING THE BATTERY can be done in an instant 
with the handy dashboard meter shown in Fig. 1. It 
consists of a storage-battery tester, a push button, and 
a block of wood that serves as a mount. When in doubt 
about your battery, it 's necessary only to press the but
ton and note where the meter hand stops to tell whether 
the battery is dangerously low or sufficiently charged. 

The tester should be the inexpensive voltmeter type, 
calibrated in ' zones to indicate degree of charge. With 
an expansive bit or chisel and gouge, hollow out the 
back of the 1" mounting block to receive the tester, as 
in Fig. 2. Determine which of its terminals should be 
connected to the ungrounded side of the battery, and 
install a push button in series with this side. Run a 
well-insulated wire from the button to the end of the 
battery cable that is connected to the starter switch. 
The other terminal on the tester should be grounded 
through the mounting bracket to the dash. Figure 3 
shows this metal bracket, which also serves to hold 
the tester in its recess. A piece of cardboard will in
SUlate the meter case from the bracket. 

Take readings after the car has been idle for a time; 
you may not get ac
curate results after 
the generator has 
been charging the DASH 

battery or after a 
heavy starting drain. 
To verify calibration 
of the meter, note the 
reading when the bat
tery has been fully 
charged, and use that 
as a subsequent refer
ence point.- W. E. B. 
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